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SUMMARY

The ability of cod, Gadus morkua (L.), and haddock, Melanogrammus
aeglefinus (L.), to discriminate changes in sound direction and amplitude was
studied using a cardiac conditioning technique. In one experiment it was
found that the masking effect of noise transmitted from one sound projector
on the ability of the fish to detect a tone (60-380 Hz) transmitted from
another projector was reduced by 7 dB when the angle between the projectors
was 450 or greater. It was also shown that the fish could be conditioned to
a change in the direction of a pulsed tone switched between two projectors.
The fish were able to discriminate changes in sound amplitude of 1*3-0/5 dB
at frequencies between 50 and 380 Hz. The results are discussed in relation
to sound localization in fish.

INTRODUCTION

Recent conditioning experiments have shown that it is possible to study the sensi-
tivity of fish to acoustic stimuli in their natural environment and so avoid the problem
of reflexion and distortion of sound which occurs in aquarium tanks (Chapman, 1973).
This paper describes some modifications to this technique which were devised to
measure the ability of fish to discriminate changes in sound direction and amplitude.
Preliminary results are presented for two species, the cod, Gadus morkua (L.) and the
haddock, Melanogrammus aeglefinus (L.) and the results are discussed in relation to
the important question of sound localization in fish.

METHODS

The experiments were conducted on an acoustic range in Upper Loch Torridon,
Scotland, at a depth of 20 m, with the fish positioned in midwater. The fish was
housed in a plastic netting cage at the top of a PVC framework standing 6 m above the
sea-bed. Sound stimuli were transmitted from four identical sound projectors (Dyna-
Empire, type J9) moored on separate platforms at the same depth as the fish. The
sounds were monitored by a calibrated hydrophone positioned beneath the head of
the fish. The responses of the fish were examined using a classical conditioning tech-
nique in which inhibition of the heart beat occurred in response to a sound stimulus
followed by an electric shock (see Fig. 2). Nine cod (27-47 cm in length) and three
haddock (34-38 cm in length) were studied. The hearing of these fish is so similar
fChapman, 1973) that the data for the two species are combined in this paper. As
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Fig. i. Diagram showing one arrangement of sound projectors (A-D) around the fish,
used in the directional masking experiments.

a general account of the acoustic range and of the conditioning technique has been
published (Chapman & Hawkins, 1973; Chapman & Sand, 1974) only those aspects
of the method which apply specifically to the present experiments are described here.

Experiment 1: directional masking

This experiment involved the masking, by random noise, of a tone stimulus from
different directions relative to the noise source (Chapman, 1973). The four sound
projectors were arranged in an arc around the head of the fish at a distance of 3 m,
(Fig. 1). Tone frequencies of between 60 and 380 Hz were tested, the bandwidth of
the noise being 300 Hz (centred at the tone frequency). The transmitted noise level
was 20-30 decibels (dB) above the level of ambient sea noise. RMS noise measure-
ments were made on a narrow band frequency analyser and logarithmic paper
recorder (Briiel and Kjaer, type 2107 and 2305). The measurements were then con-
verted to spectrum levels (i.e. the level in a band 1 Hz wide) by subtracting 10 log A/
from the filtered noise level (where A/ is the filter bandwidth). The fish were con-
ditioned to the tone transmitted first through the same projector as the noise
(o° angle) and then through the other projectors. The detection threshold for the tone
from each direction, masked by noise, was found by gradually lowering the sound level
in steps of 3 dB and calculated by the method of Dixon (1965). The thresholds are
expressed as the difference in dB between the tone threshold and the spectrum level
of the masking noise at the same frequency as the tone (i.e. threshold: noise ratio).

Experiment 2: discrimination of a change in the direction of a pulsed tone

In this experiment a pulsed tone (pulse length, 0-5 sec; interval, 1 sec; rise and fall
time, 0-075 sec) was transmitted from a projector, the tone pulses being switched to
another one at a different angle to the first, for about 10 sec, during the test (Fig. 2)
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I 1
Fit. 2. Oscillographic recording of a bradycardia response (upper trace) consisting of a delay
in the third heart beat following a 40° change in drection of a pulsed 380 Hz tone at a sound
pressure of 16 dB re 1/tbar (lower trace). The arrows mark the points where switching
between the two projectors occurred. The electric shock was administered at the same time
as the tone was switched back to the original projector, as shown by the spurious transient
on the traces. Lower time bar, 10 sec.

At the end of this period the electric shock was applied to the tail of the fish and the
tone was automatically returned to the first projector. The switching between pro-
jectors was accomplished in the interval between pulses by a special changeover circuit.
The projectors were 3 m from the head of the fish, as in Fig. 1, but were arranged in
an arc from 45° left to 45° right of the longitudinal axis through the cage. Thus, the
maximum angular separation between the projectors was 90°, other projectors being
arranged to give angles of 200, 40°, 500 and 700. The fish were tested at tone fre-
quencies of no , 200 and 380 Hz. The output from each projector was monitored by
a calibrated hydrophone beneath the head of the fish and was adjusted to give the
same sound amplitude (Fig. 2). During the initial stages of the conditioning to the
changeover, the sound level was relatively high (+ 20 dB re to 1 /tbar RMS), but once
conditioning was reliably established (generally within 10 trials) the source amplitude
from both projectors was gradually lowered in 3 dB steps to find the threshold sound
level at which the fish could just detect the change in direction.

Experiment 3 : amplitude discrimination

This experiment served as a control for Experiment 2 since the fish might be able
to detect other cues associated with switching between two sound projectors, such as
a change in amplitude or harmonic content of the sound. This possibility was checked
by switching between pairs of projectors placed side by side (subtending < i° at the
fish). Under these conditions it was established that the fish could not be conditioned
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Table 1. Ratios between the thresholds for a pure tone (60-380 Hz) from
different directions and the spectrum level of transmitted noise

(Data {x) obtained by Chapman (1973) are included for comparison.)

Angle between tone and noise sources (degrees)

Number of determinations
Threshold: noise ratio (dB) mean
Standard error of mean
Masking level difference relative to
o° data (dB)

Probability

0

9
19-6

±0-90

—
—

o(*)

13
20-5

±1-17

—
—

10 (*)

8
2O-I

±i-49

-0 -4
N.S.

N.S. = Not significant.

45

7
:3"2

± I-O2

- 6 4
o-ooi

85 <*)

13
1 2 8

±1-17

-7-7
o-ooi

90

6
12-3

±1-11

- 7 ' 3
0001

180

6
12-4

± i - n

-7-2
o-ooi

to the switch-over unless there was a difference in amplitude greater than 1 dB.
(In Experiment 2 the sound amplitude from the two projectors was always within
± o-2 dB.) This technique confirmed that there were no 'quality' differences between
projectors and also provided a convenient way of measuring thresholds for amplitude
discrimination. Conditioning was conducted in a similar manner to Experiment 2, by
switching for 10 sec to another adjacent projector from which the pulses were several
dB higher than from the original projector. By reducing the amplitude difference in
1 dB steps the just noticeable difference (j.n.d.) was determined. The results obtained
from this experiment were compared with data obtained by another method in which
a continuous tone from a beat frequency oscillator was amplitude modulated by a sine
wave from a second oscillator. The modulation frequency was about 2/sec and this
modulation was applied to the tone for 10 sec, followed by the electric shock.

RESULTS
Experiment 1

The results, which are compared with the previous data from Chapman (1973),
show that for angular separations between tone and noise sources greater than io°
there was a significant decrease in the mean threshold: noise ratio of about 7 dB
(Table 1). Virtually the same masking level differences was obtained for all angles
between 45 and 1800.

Experiment 2

The three fish used in this experiment responded readily to a change in direction
of the tone stimulus of 200 or greater, at high sound levels. However, as the intensity
of the sound was decreased, a threshold level was reached at which the fish could just
detect the change in direction on 50% of the trials presented (Table 2). At each
frequency the thresholds show considerable variation, particularly when the angle
between the sources was 20°. In some experiments conditioning to the 200 change
required rather more trials than larger angles and it is possible that 200 is close to the
limit for angular discrimination in this experiment (see also results of Experiment 1).

If the thresholds at 200 are excluded from the analysis, the data in Table 2 show
that the sound amplitude required for discrimination of the larger angles (4o°-9o°)
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Table 2. Discrimination of change in direction (200-o,o°) of pulsed tones (110-380 Hz)
in terms of the sound amplitude threshold in pressure and particle displacement units, the
latter being calculated from the appropriate wave equation {Chapman & Hawkins, 1973)

(Mean thresholds are shown in bold type.)

Frequency
Hz

n o

2 0 0

380

Angle
between
sources

(degrees)

2 0

40
4 0
50
70

2 0

2 0

2 0

2 0

40
4 0
40
5°
50
7O
90

4°
5°
90

Thresholds

Sound
pressure

(dB re 1 pbai)

4"3

-12-sj

f
— 2I-oJ

98
- 1 3 5

17-8
19-8

— 9-6'
-162

2 4
1 0 8

6-6
8-6

+ 1-4

7 V
2-3)

16-7 f + 9-7
IO-I.

Displacement
(run)

0-19
OO3-J
0-OI 1

o-oi j
o-oij
0-17
O'OJ

0-44

Q-55
O-02'
O O I

C 0 7
0-19
O-I2

0-15

0 1 0

0-13/

004")
0-19 J o n
0-09.

Table 3. Amplitude discrimination data obtained from 3 cod (C) and 1 haddock (H) by
switching a pulsed tone (SPT) between two sound projectors and by amplitude modulating
(AM) a continuous tone

Frequency
(Hz)

5°
n o

160

2 0 0

250

380

Fish
number

H 1 2

C36
H 1 2
H 1 2
C 1 4

C16

H 1 2

C16
C16
C16
C16
C 1 4

H 1 2
C16

Conditioning
method

SPT
SPT
SPT
SPT
AM
AM
SPT
AM
AM
AM
AM
AM
SPT
AM

Sound level
(dB re i /ibar)

+ 10

- 5
0
0

+ 15
+ 5
+ 10
+ 10
+ 10
+ 10
+ 10
+ iS
+ 10
+ 10

j.n.d.
(dB)

i-3

5-i
3-7
5-2
4-8

6-6

4'4
6 1
67
6 2
6 3
5-6

9-5
9 8

in terms of sound pressure, was proportional to frequency. Thus, the mean threshold
at n o Hz was —18-3 dB re 1 /ibar increasing to 1-4 and 9-7 dB re 1 /ibar at 200 and
380 Hz respectively. This suggests that the ability to detect these changes in direction

depend on the particle displacement amplitude of the sound which is inversely
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proportional to frequency. This argument will be developed more fully in the
cussion. The calculated displacement thresholds varied from o-oi to 0-20 nm at
frequencies between 110 and 380 Hz (Table 2).

Experiment 3

The smallest detectable amplitude change was 1-3 dB at a frequency of 50 Hz but
only one measurement was made. At higher frequencies between n o and 250 Hz the
difference limen varied from 3-7 to 6-7 dB and it increased to about 9-5 dB at 380 Hz
(Table 3).

DISCUSSION

Previous work has demonstrated that such fish as the cod and haddock are very
sensitive to low frequency sounds and it is clear that they can detect sounds over
great distances (Chapman & Hawkins, 1973; Chapman, 1973). The results from
Experiments 1 and 2 in this paper also suggest that the ability to determine the direc-
tion of a sound source may be well developed in these fish.

The masking experiments demonstrated a 7 dB improvement in the detection of
a tone signal when the direction of the tone and noise sources differed by 450 or greater.
On the other hand, a io° separation between the sources produced no difference in
masking (Chapman, 1973). No comparable studies on fish have been published pre-
viously but several papers deal with the same sort of phenomenon in the case of the
human ear. In these experiments masking differences were obtained when tone and
noise stimuli were presented to one or both ears through headphones. Hirsh (1948),
for example, reported that in the presence of masking noise in both ears, the detec-
tion of a low frequency tone presented to one ear was about 7 dB better than when
the tone was presented to both ears. It is interesting to find comparable masking level
differences in fish where the existence of binaural hearing is doubtful (van Bergeijk,
1964).

In Experiment 2 we attempted to measure directional discrimination in terms of
two auditory thresholds, the angular resolution in the horizontal plane and the sound
amplitude at which the angular resolution was achieved. It was found that the fish
could discriminate down to a 200 separation between the sources (smaller angles were
not tested). There was some evidence to suggest that the 200 discrimination was
more difficult for the fish than larger angles and the sound level thresholds tended to
be higher. This fact, together with the results of Experiment 1 suggest that in the case
of sound from the front (within 450 either side of the midline of the fish), the limit to
angular resolution in our experiments lies between io° and 200. A rather similar
technique to Experiment 2 was employed by Schuijf, Baretta & Wildschut (1972) in
a field study on the wrasse, Labrus bergylta. They conditioned a single wrasse to
a change in direction of a complex tone switched between two projectors, using food
as the unconditioned stimulus. The wrasse was clearly able to detect a 70° change
in direction and there were indications of positive responses at io°.

The possible mechanisms for directional hearing in fish were discussed by van
Bergeijk (1964) in relation to the physical requirements for localization of sound
sources in water. He suggested that localization would only be possible very close to
the sound source (within the near-field) where the gradient of particle displacement
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ould be very steep and the source could be located by means of the lateral-line system.
However, more recent field studies on the attraction and orientation of sharks and
other predators to distant low frequency sound sources suggest that localization is
not confined to the near-field (e.g. Richard, 1968; Myrberg, Banner & Richard, 1969;
Myrberg et al. 1972), nor can the otolith organs in the labyrinth be entirely excluded
from a directional hearing role. Because of the increased wave velocity and wavelength
of low frequency sound in water, it is generally accepted that true binaural hearing,
based on time and intensity differences between the otoliths, would not be possible.
However, many authors have pointed out that the otoliths are displacement detectors
(Pumphrey, 1950; de Vries, 1956; van Bergeijk, 1967) which inherently are direc-
tionally sensitive and may provide a basis for localization as suggested by Dijkgraaf
(i960), Enger et al. (1973) and Sand (1974).

Chapman & Hawkins (1973) found that cod were sensitive to sound pressure in
the far-field and suggested that volume displacements of the swimbladder were
detected by the paired otolith organs in the head. From data on the acoustic properties
of the swimbladder, they estimated that the otoliths in cod were sensitive to acoustic
displacements as low as o-O5-o-i nm. Chapman & Sand (1973) established a similar
level of sensitivity in two flatfish (Pleuronectidae) species. These sensitivities may be
compared to the results of Experiment 2 in this paper which show that cod and
haddock were able to discriminate changes in direction above 200 at mean particle
displacement amplitudes of between 0-02 and o-n nm for the frequencies tested.
These thresholds are in good agreement with the detection thresholds given by
Chapman & Hawkins (1973), suggesting that discrimination of a change in direction,
of the incident sound is achieved by means of the paired otolith organs.

It is unlikely that the swimbladder would be involved in the directional response
since the otoliths on both sides of the head would be stimulated equally by volume
displacements from the swimbladder.* This would account for the higher sound
pressure required for the directional response compared to the detection thresholds
(for example 1*4 dB re 1 /ibar at 200 Hz (Table 2) compared to — 22 dB given by
Chapman & Hawkins (1973). This implies that in the far-field, the fish could detect
sound signals at very low sound levels, using the swimbladder, but to discriminate
direction would require a sound level several dB higher. Thus, a moving sound
source approaching the fish would be detected first and some time could elapse before
it was loud enough for its direction to be discerned. It must be emphasized that the
fish in our experiments were confined in a small cage so that their movements were
restrained. Localization of sound sources by free-swimming fish, as shown by the work
of Myrberg et al. (1972) may involve other mechanisms. Richard (1968), for example,
suggested that in the initial stage of orientation, fish might approach the source by
exploratory swimming up the sound intensity gradient (termed kinesis orientation by
Fraenkel & Gunn, 1961). Such kinetic orientations to a sound source have not been
demonstrated in the natural environment. The efficiency of such orientation would
presumably depend, at least in part, on the ability of fish to make comparisons of the

• Indeed, for the otoliths to detect changes in direction of the incident wave, the much larger volume
displacement from the swimbladder must be discriminated from the incident sound. This could be
achieved if groups of hair cells in the otolith maculae are polarized to respond to displacement in
'different directions (see Enger et al. (1973), and Sand (1974) for a discussion of this problem).
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amplitude of the sound from place to place as they passed through the sound field
The results of our Experiment 3 gave amplitude difference limens in cod and haddock
of i*3-9'5 dB and Jacobs & Tavolga (1967) obtained data of the same order in goldfish.
It is questionable whether these amplitude discriminations would be adequate for
a kinesis mechanism in locating a far-field sound source. The problem would be even
more difficult if the source was also moving (e.g. another fish) and varying in ampli-
tude. Clearly, further work is needed before many aspects of the directional hearing
problem in fish are fully understood.

We would like to thank Mr B. B. Parrish and Dr C. C. Hemmings for their helpful
comments on the paper; Mr D. N. MacLennan, Dr A. D. Hawkings and Mr W. B.
Hall for advice and technical assistance. We are also very grateful to Mr A. Tumarkin
for many suggestions and valuable discussions throughout this work.
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